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Abstract 

A single server queueing system with Poisson arrival is considered. 

The service time is a random variable exponentially distributed with 

the rate that can be selected from a set of K different rates. The 

queue has only a limited capacity N and those customers finding 

system with N persons will not stop. For different cost structure a 

service rate switching policy is found which minimizes the expected 

long run average cost. 

1. Introduction 

Optimization problems in queueing have received a large amount 

of attention during the past few years. The decision variables in 

these problems can be related to the arrival stream, service facility 

or both. In this paper we are concerned with the second type, namely 

the decision is on service facility. 

We are considering a single server queueing system with Poisson 
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16 Hou8hang Sabeti 

arrival at rate A and a finite queue capacity N. Those customers 

who, upon arrival, find N persons in the system do not stop. The 
service can be performed with one of the K existing service rates 

f./.I <f./.2 < .... <f./.Ic. When service with rate f./.Ic is used the service time 

is an exponentially distributed random variable with mean 1/f./.1c. The 

server can switch a service rate to another at an arrival time or at 

a departure time. We wish to find a switching policy which would 
optimize the long run expected average cost for the following cost 
structure: 

( a) A service cost rate C(f./.Ic) , the cost incurred in unit time if 

service with rate f./.Ic is in effect. It is assumed that c(f./.It) is non
decreasing in f./.Ic. 

( b ) The server will receive a reward A for each customer he 

serves. 
With this cost structure the optimal policy is found to be switch

over or reverse switchover, depending upon whether or not the system 

is profitable. If the state is defined to be the number of customers 

in the system, then a switchover policy is a policy which uses higher 

rates in the higher states and a reverse switchover policy uses lower 

rates in the higher states. 

In the following section we give some definitions and necessary 
tools. In section 3 the existance of optimal policy for the queueing 

problem is proved, and in sections 4 and 5, the form of optimal policy 
is found for two cases: K=2, and K>2. 

2. Definitions and Criteria 

As will be seen, the queueing problem will be formulated as a 

semi-Markov decision process. The notations and definitions used can 
be found in [4] and [5]. 

A semi-Markov decision process is a process which is observed in 

each review point and is found to be in one of a possible number of 
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Optimal Selection of Service Rates in Queueing with Different Cost 17 

states. The set of all possible states is called the state space S. After 

observing the state, an action a, must be made from a set of possible 
actions. The set of all possible actions is called the action space A. 

Whenever the state is i, and action a is chosen, then 
( i) A transition to state j occurs with the probability Pi}(a). 

( ii ) If the next state of the system is j, then the time until the 

transition from i to j is a random variable with distribution 

FoCa). 
(iii) The action a, taken in state i, will specify the cost incurred 

in the next stage of the process. 

A policy is a rule for choosing actions when the current state and 
the past history of the process is given. 

A stationary policy is a non-randomized policy where the action 

chosen at a time only depends on the state of the process at that time. 
Average Cost Results 

Let Z(t) be the total cost incurred by time t, and Z", be the cost 
incurred during the ntl, transition interval, and T" be the length of 

this interval. For each policy 7r and state i, we define 

(2.1) tjJ~(i)=limE.[Z(t) /Xl=i] 
t~ t 

and 

E.[ ± Zj/Xl=i] 
tjJ;(i)= lim _-,,-,,-=J:=' __ _ 

,,_00 E.[~ Tj/Xl=i] 
(2.2) 

where, Xl is the initial state of the system. Although, tjJl represents 

the long-run average expected cost, it turns out that tjJ2 is a "nicer" 

criteria, in analytical sense, to work with. It also turns out that under 
some reasonable conditions these two criteria are equal. 

Let T be the time of the first return to state i, and f any statio-
nary policy, and suppose that 

(2.3) E/[TjXI=il<oo. 
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18 Hou8hang Sabeti 

Then it can be shown (see [4]) that 

ifJW)=ifJW)· 
A method to find an optimal stationary policy using ifJ2 is given 

in [4]. Thus, if (2.3) is satisfied, then this same policy is optimal for ifJl. 

Now, let c(i, a) denote the expected cost incurred in a transition 

interval that begins with action a being taken in state i. Also, let 

=rei, a) denote the expected length of such a transition interval. It 

should be noted that, when the relevant criteria is given by equation 

(2.2), then without loss of generality we may assume that the cost 

incurred in such an interval, and the length of such an interval, is 

with probability one c(i, a) and =rei, a). This will be assumed here 

on. 

Note that this implies that Vii), the minimal total expected a

discounted cost starting from state' i, satisfies 

(2.4) V.(i) = min {c(i, aHe-·Ht , a) 22 P;la) V.(j)} , i20. 
a j 

The following theorem may be found in [5]. 

Theorem: 

If c(i, a) is bounded, and if there exists an M < co such that 

(2.5) lV.(i)- V.(O)I<M for all a, all i 

then, there exists a bounded function h(i) and a constant g, such that 

(2.6) h(i)= min {c(i, aH 22 Pi/"a)h(j)-g=r(i, a)}, i20 
a j 

.and if 1!"* is a policy which, for each i, prescribes an action which 

minimizes the right side of (2.6) then 

g=ifJ;.(i)=m}nifJ;(i), all i20 

.and 1!"* is stationary. 

It will be shown in the following section that for our problem 

g= minifJ;(i)= minifJ~(i) 
" . 

Therefore, g is the optimal expected long run average cost. It can 

be shown that for some sequence an->O, h(i)= Hm (V.n(t')- V.n(O» (see 
n~~ 

~5]). 
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Optimal Selection of Service Rates in Queueing with Different Cost 19 

3. Existence of Stationary Policy 

We must define the state of the system, the available actions, 

and the law of motion. The state of the system is defined as the 

number of customers in the system, and the state space S=[O, 1, ... , 

N]. The action space A is defined as a set of K non· negative integers 

A=[I,2, ..• , K], where action k corresponds to plo. 

The transition probabilities can be easily seen to be 

~ j=i-I N?:. i?:.I 
A+ p.a 

A 
j=i+I N> i-:::. 1 

A+/la 
(3.1) PiiCa) = 

1 j=I i=O 
A 

j=N i=N 
A+Pa 

0 otherwise 

If VaCi) is the optimal value function as defined in (2.4), then 

vaCo)=exp( - ;)Va(I) 

VaCi)=min fc(p.a]-p.aA +exp(-~)~ Va(i+I) 
a l + po; Jl+p.a Jl+p.a 

+exp( __ a_).~ Va(i-I)} i=I ... N-I 
A+p.a A+p.a '" 

VaCN)=min fc(p.a)-p.aA +exp( __ a_)_A_vaCN ) 
a l A+p.a A+p.a A+po; 

+exp ( - A:p.a) A!;p.a Va(N-I)} 

where, {c(p.a)-p.aA}/(A+pa) is the expected cost incurred in a transition 

interval of length I/(A+p.a), the expected transition time when po; is in 
effect, for states i = 1, ... , N. 

Lemma 3.1: 
( i) Vo;(i)-:::.O for all i, and VaCi) is non-decreasing in i if and only 
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20 Houshang Sabeti 

if C(f-/a)/p.a?:.A for all a. 

(ii) Va(i)<O for all i, and Vaci) is non-increasing in i if and only 

if c(f-/a)/ f-/a < A for some a. 
Proof: 

Define Vii, n) as the optimal total expected a-discounted cost 

starting from state i when there is only n transition remaining in the 

process. The proof is by induction on n over these functions. These 

functions converge to Va(i) as n goes to infinity. The detail is omitted 

here, for method see [5]. 

Lemma 3.2: 
For the queueing problem 

( i) c(i, a), the expected cost during a transition interval, is bounded. 

(ii) \Va(i)- Va(O) I <M for all i and a and for some M < 00. 

(iii) Ej[T/XI=i]<oo, where T, Xl and f are as defined in section 2. 

Proof: 

The proof of (i) is immediate. For (ii) let (n, ... , rN) be the 

optimal service rates in states (1, ... , N) then the imbedded Markov 
chain corresponding to transition points is irreducible and positive 

recurrent (see (3.1)). Let Ki be the expected number of transitions 

starting from state i before reaching state 0, then Ki < 00 for all i. 
Let K=max K i , for the case VaCi)::;O , 

VaCi)?:.Kn;in{ cc;::) -A+ V.(O)} 

V.(i)- V.CO)?:.Kn;int cc::) -A} 

The left side of the above inequality is also bounded by o. 
Hence 

\VaCi)- V.(O)I::;K \m}n {cC::) -A}\ 

for the case VaCi)?:.O 

lVaCi)- V.(O)I::;K Im:x{ ~) -A}I 
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Optimal Selection of Service Rates in Queueing with Different Cost 21 

and the results easily follows. 

(iii) also easily follows from the properties of the defined chain, 

since the number of transitions before the first return to i is bounded 

for all i, and so is the expected time of each transition. 

With this lemma, the optimal stationary policy can be found from 

the optimality conditions (2.6), and this policy will minimize (piU), the 

expected long run average cost starting from state i. 

4. Derivation of Optimal Policy 

In this section we first give some general properties which are 

true for all K and then the form of optimal policy will be found for 

case K=2. The case K>2 will be treated in the next section. 

The optimal stationary policy is one which prescribes the mini

mizing action in the following equations. 

h(i)= min {rei, aH 2..: PtiCa)h(j)-grU, a)} 
a j 

Pda) were defined in (3.1) and 

reO, a)=O 

Hence, 

rei, a)= ;.!;pa {C:) - .. 4}, i=l, "', N 

1 
reO, a)=T 

rei, a)= ;.1pa' i=l, "', N. 

h(O)=h(I)- ~ 

h( .) . {C(pa) - paA ;. h( . 1) pa h( . 1) 1 = mIn, '--,-- l+ +-,-- l-
a A+pa A+pa A+lla 

--g-} i=I··· N-l ;'+Ila' , , 
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22 Houshang Sabeti 

h(N)= min{C(fla,)-(.laA +~h(N-I)+-A-h(N) 
a A+fla, A+fla, A+fla, 

-A!fla,} 

or since I/(A+fla,»O for all a, 

I
Y=A[h(I)-h(O)] 

y=~in {c(fla,)- fla,A +A[h(i+ I)-h(i)]- fla,[h(i)-h(i-I)]} 

i=I, "', N-I , 

y=min {c(fla,)-fla,A-fla,[h(N)-h(N-I)]}. 
a 

The following lemma is proved using the stationary probabilities 

for the M/ M/I queueing system without use of the semi-Markov 

decision process. 

Lemma 4.1: 

(a) If A~C((.lK)/[1.K and c((.lK)/[1.K=min{c(fla,)/fla,} , then the opti-
a 

mal policy is to use (.lK in all states. 

(b) If A~c((.lI)/(.ll and c((.lI)/[1.I=min{c(fla,)/fla,}, then the optimal 
a 

policy is to use (.ll in all states, where [1.1 <(.l2 < ... <(.lK. 

Proof: 

Let (n, r2, "', YN) be the set of service rates used in states (1,2, 
.. " N) where riE [(.ll, "', [1.K], and {Pi}i~o be the stationary probabilities 

of the queueing system, where Pi is the proportion of the time that 

the system spends in state i. 

Then 

A" 
---Po, n=I,2,"', N 
nr2" ·r" 

P",=O, n>N 

Po 
1 

Treating ri's as continuous variables, it is easy to see 
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Optimal Selection of Service Rates in Queueing with Different Cost 23 

aPN <0, i=1,2, "', N 
ari 

Then PN is maximized if ri=pI for all i, and minimized if ri=pK for 

all i. 
Now let Ae be the effective departure rate or long run average 

departure rate, then Ae=A(l-PN). Since c(ri) is the cost rate when r, 
N 

is used, then 2:: Pic(ri) is the average service cost rate. The average 
£=1 

return rate will be: 

N 

Let g= max G max {J(l-PN)A- 2:: Pic(ri)} 
Tit:[Pl,···,PKJ 

( a) 

N 

Now since 2: Pir, is the long run average rate or the effective service 
i=1 

rate, then 
N 

2::Piri=A(1-PN) 
i=1 

Hence 

(4.1) 

But by assumption A-C(pK)/PKZO then, the right side of (4.1) is 

maximized if PN is minimized. PN is minimized if ri=px: for all i, 
and for the same choice of rates we will have equality in (4.1). 

Q.E.D. 
(b) The proof is similar to part (a) replacing 

C(PK) b C(pI) d . A C(pI) <0 -- y -- an usmg --- . 
PK pI PI 

Form of Optimal Policy When K=2 
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24 Houshang Sabeti 

We are now ready to find the form of optimal policy for the case 

K=2. 

Lemma 4.2: 
Let R={C(P.2)-C(P.I)}/(P.2-P.I)-A. Then, the optimal policy is to 

use (.11 in state i if and only if 

(4.2) h(i)-h(i-I)~R. 

Proof: 
Let f*(i) be the optimal action when in state i, then f*(i)=1 if 

and only if 
(4.3) C((.II)- (.11 A +A[h (i+ 1)-h (i)]- (.11 [h (i)-h (i-I)] 

~C(P.2)- p.2A +A[h (i+ 1)-h (i)]- P.2 [h (i)-h (i-I)] 

or 

Q.E.D. 
Theorem 1: 

If A ?,c(f1a,)/ f1a, for at least one of the rates, then there exists a 

state I, O~I ~N, such that 

f*(i) = I, i=I,2,···,J 

f*(i)=2, i=I+l,···, N. 

That is, the optimal policy is switchover, and J+l is the switching 

state. 
Proof: 

Let k be the smallest state such that f*(k)=2 and f*(k-I)=1. 

We consider two cases: 
Case 1: 

k=l, then for state 0 

(4.4) h(O)=h(I)- ~ 

(4.5) g=A[h(I)-h(O)]>AR 

by Lemma 4.1. For state 1, since f*(1)=2 
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(4.6) Y=C(p2)- p2A +.:1 [h (2)-11 (1)]- P2 [h (l)-h (0)] 

y<c(p2)-p2A+.:I[h(2)-h(1)]-p2R. 

From (4.5) and (4.6) 

.:IR<C(p2)-p2A + .:I[h (2)- h (1)]- p2R 

or 
(4.7) .:IR+P2R-c(p2)+P2A<.:I[h(2)-h (1)]. 

Now for C(pI)/pIS,C(p2)/p2 we have p2 R-c(p2)+P2A;;:::0 and from (4.7) 

h(2)-h(1»R 

or by Lemma 3, f*(2)=2. Continuing in this manner we can show 
f*(i)=2 for i=3, 4, "', N. But for C(p2)/p2<C(pI)/pI by Lemma (4.1) 

we know P2 is optimal in all states. This completes the proof for 
case 1. 

Case 2: 
k;;:::2. By Lemma 4.2 

(4.8) {
h(k-1)-h(k-2)s,R, f*(k-1)=1 

h(k)-h(k-1»R, f*(k)=2 

.and for state k and k-1, 

or by (4.8) 

Then 

Hence, 

{
Y=C(PI)- pIA +.:1 [h (k)- h (k-1)]- PI [h (k-1)-h (k-2)] 

Y=C(p2)- p2A +.:I[h (k+ l)-h (k)]- P2 [h (k)-h (k-1)] 

{
Y>C(PI)-PIA+.:IR-PIR 

Y<C(p2)- p2A - p2R+.:I[h (k+ l)-h (k)] . 

h(k+1)-h(k»R 

or f*(k+1)=2. Continuing in the same manner we can show f*(i)=2 

for i=k+2, "', N which completes the proof of the theorem. 
Theorem 2: 

If A<c(p.a,)/p.a, for a=1,2. Then, there exists a state ], Os,]s, 
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N, such that 

f*(i)=2 for i=l, .. ',J 

f*(i)=l for i=J+1, "', N. 
That is, the optimal policy is a reverse switchover, and J+1 is the 

switching state. 

Proof: 

The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1. Let k be the 

smallest state such that f*(k)=l and f*(k-1)=2, consider two cases: 
Case 1: 

k=l, f*(l)=l and 

h(l)-h(O)~R . 

For state 0, 

(4.9) g=1[h(1)-h(0)]~1R. 

For state 1, 

(4.10) g=C(lll)- fllA +1[h (2)-h (1)]- fll [h (l)-h (0)] 

g~C(fll)-fllA+1[h(2)-h(1)]-fllR . 

From (4.9) and (4.10) 

(4.11) 1[h(2)-h (l)]~1R+fllR-c(fll)+fllA. 

Now, if C(/1l)/fll~C(fl2)/fl2, then 

and (4.11) reduces to 

h(2)-h(1)~R 

or f*(2)=1. Continuing in the same manner we can show f*(i)=l 

for i=3, 4, "', N. If C(fll)/fll<C(fl2)ffl2 then by Lemma 4.1 the 
optimal policy is to use /11 in all states, which completes the proof of 

Case 1. 

Case 2: 

The proof is similar to the proof of Case 2 in Theorem 1 and 
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details are omitted here. 

A Computational Approach 

Knowing the from of optimal policy we can easily find the switch

ing state. Let Q be the proportion of time the system spends using 

rate (ll in the optimal switchover policy, and Pi's be the set of statio

nary probabilities. Since the cost rate is c(.U!)-pIA and C(p2)- p2A 

for rates PI and P2 respectively, then 

(4.12) g= Q[C(pI)- pIA] +(1-Q- Po) [C(p2)- p2A] 

Now let QJ be the proportion of time that the system spends using PI 

where j is the switching state, and pi'S the corresponding stationary 

probabilities, then 
j-l 

QJ= L:: Pt, j=1, 2, "', N+1 
i=l 

QI=O corresponds to using pi in all states and QN+1 corresponds to 

using P2 in all states. 

We now compute gl, g2, "', gN+I from (4.12) using QI, Q2, "', QN+l 

respectively in the right hand side of the relation, then 
g=gJ+I= min {gJ} 

j 

and J + 1 is the optimal switching state. 

The same method can be used in the non profitable system, except 

the switching is from rate P2 to rate pI. 

5. K Service Rates, K> 2 

In this section, we will generalize the results of the last section 

for the case K>2. As we showed, the stationary policy rr* is optimal 

if it prescribes the minimizing action in the following relations: 

1

9=A[h(1)-h(O)] 

g= ID.ain {c(.ua)- poA +..<[h (i+ 1)-h (i)]-pa[h (i)-h (i- I'il) 
(5.1) 

t=1,2, "', N-1 

g= min {c(.ua)-.uaA-pa,[h (N)-h(N-1)]} 
a 

We now show that certain rates are not used in the optimal policy 
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and can be eliminated from further consideration. 

Let C be the set of all points (f1./c, c(f1./c», and consider the piecewise 

linear convex function H joining (f1.1, C(f1.1» and (f1.K, C(f1.K» which bounds 
the set C from below and changes slope only at the points of the set 

(see Figure 1). We prove the following: 

--------------------------,7( H 

-----------------------, I 
I , 

",: ... ,;Y 

1'11'2 1'/ I'j I'lL 

Fig. 1. Set C of points (p.], c (p.j» and function H. 

Lemma 5.1: 

The set of service rates corresponding to the points (f1./c, c(f1./c» not 
on the function H will not be used in the optimal policy. 

Proof: 

f* (i)=k, i.e., rate {.t/c is optimal in state i, if 

(5.2) cCf1./c)- f1./cA +A[h (i+ I)-h (i)]- f1./c [h (i)-h (i-I)] 

for all i=l= k 

or 

or 

::;;c(f1.j)-f1.jA+A [h(i+I)-h(i)] -f1.j [h(i)-h(i-I)] 
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(h 

( .) h (. 1) C(pk)-C(!.tj) A'f z - z- >------- 1 Pk>PJ 
Plc-P) 

h(i)-h(i-1)<::;, c(PJ)-C~plc) -A if PJ>Plc. 
Pl-Ph: 

(5.3) 

Now assume that (plc, C(plc» is above H, and let pm be the largest rate 

to the left of plo where (pm, C(pm» is on Hand P" be the smallest rate 

to the right of plc and (p", c(f.!n» on H. 

Then from definition of H, 

C(P.lc)-C(pm) c(p,,)-C(f1lc) --> --
plc-pm P,,-Plc 

or 

C(Plc)-C(pm) A> C(Pn)-:-C(plc) -A. 
{.!k- pm p .. -- plc 

But this violates (5.3). Therefore, f* (i)=k is not possible and Plc can 

be eliminated. Now let PI <P2<'" <11L be those rates such that the 

corresponding (p, c(p» points are on H. (Rearrange the indexes so 

that this is true). Then, 

(5.4) C(P.2)-C(f.lJ1._ A <£(f./s)-:-C(P2) -A < ... < C(P.L)-C(pL-I) 
P2-PI P3--P2 PL-PL-I 

-A. 
We define 

(5.5) 

Lemma 5.2: 
(5.6) f*(i)=j if and only if 

Rj<h(i)-h(i-1)<::;,Rj+1. 

The proof of this lemma is immediate from (5.3) and (5.4). 

Lemma 5.3 

Let (ri, "', rN) be the optimal rates in states (1, 2, "', N) for a 

given cost function C(pI)<::;"" <::;'C(pL), and assume rate pt is not used 

in the optimal policy. Now let us consider a new problem with the 
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same structure but a different cost function c'(·), where 

J c' (pi)=C(pi), i*t 
(c' (pt»c(pt). 

Then pt is not used in the optimal policy for the new problem. 

Proof: 

The lemma is intuitively clear since increasing the cost of a non

optimal rate should not change the optimal policy. Formally, let Pi 

be the stationary probability, the proportion of time the system spends 

in state i, then 
N 

g= I, pic(ri)-J.(l-PN) A 
i=l 

Now assume that a different set of rates (ri, r;, ... , rj,) are 

optimal for the new problem and Pt"s are the corresponding statio

nary probabilities. Then if pt is used in the optimal policy in state 

j, g' the optimal cost rate for the new problem is 
N 

g' = I, p;c(ri)-J.(l-Pj,) A<g. 
i=l 

(g is an upper bound since (rI, r2, ... , rN) can be used for the new 

problem which gives the cost rate equal to g.) 

Then 

(5.7) g' = I, p;c(rD+pjc' (pt)-).(l-P:v)A 
'i=l=j 

> I, p;c(rD+pjc(pt)-).(l-P',,)A . 
i*j 

But the right side of (5.7) is the cost rate using the original cost 

function and gives lower cost rate than g, which contradicts the fact 

that g was the optimal cost rate. 

Lemma 5.4: 

(a) Let C=C(f1k)/ pk= min {c(pa)/ pa}, a= 1, 2, Land c::o;;A. 

Then g>)'(c--A). a 

(b) Let C=C(pk)/pk= min{c(pa)/pa}, a=1,2, Land c>A. 
a 

Then g<). (c-- A). 

Proof: 
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(a) Let (rI, r2, ... , rN) be the optimal rates in states 1, 2, ... , N 
and Pi's the corresponding stationary probabilities then 

N N c(ri) 
g= 2:Pic(ri)-A(l-PN)A= 2: riPi---A(l-PN) A 

i=1 i=l ri 
N 

:2c 2: ripi-A(l-PN)A=A(l-PN)(c-A»A(c-A). 
i=l 

The proof of (b) is similar and will be omitted here. 

The following Lemma is a generalization of Lemma 4.1. 
Lemma 5.5: 

Let C=C(pIc)/f.!Ic= min {c(fla)/fla}, a=l, 2, ... , L. 
a 

( a) If c:s;;A, then all rates pJ such that P.J<P.Ic can be eliminated 

from further consideration. 

(b) If c>A, then all rates faster than P.Ic(P.J>P.k) can be eliminated 

from further consideration. 

Proof: 

(a) Let us assume for simplicity that k=2. We must show P.I will 

not be used in the optimal policy. 

Consider the same system but a different cost function as follows: 

C ·112 ---------------.-

~
/,,!B 

A /' I 
c (111) ---- /' I 

1;/ I 
1/ I 

c ·111 ----:;'\' I 
/"\ I 

I' I I 
o 111 112 

Fig. 2. 
ABCX: The cost function c ( . ) . 
OBCX: The cost function c' ( . ) . 

x 
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(see Figure 2). 

We first show that pI will not be used in the optimal policy for 

the new problem. The proof of the lemma then follows from Lemma 

5.3. In order for PI to be optimal in a state i in the new problem, 
we must have 

h(i)-h(i-1)-::;' C(p2)-CpI A=c-A. 
P2- pI 

But by Lemma 5.4 

g=A[h(l)-h(O)] >A(c-A) 

then 

h(l)-h(O)= ~>c-A. 

Therefore, 1*(1)*1. 

Now, let l*(l)=t where t~2. Then 

h(l)-h(O»Rt>c-A 

g=A[h(l)-h(O)] >ARt . 

For state 1 

g=C(pt)- ptA +A [h (2)-h (1)] - pt [h (l)-h (0)] 

and 

g<C(Pt)-ptA+A [h(2)-h(1)] -ptRt. 

Then 

or 

A(h(2)-h(1)) >AR,+ptRt-c(pt)+ptA. 

But by definition of function H and function OBeX (see figure 2) 

(pt-pt-l)[ptRt-c(pt)+ptA] =Pt-IC(Pt)-PtC(Pt-I)~O for t>2 

Hence, 

h(2)--h(1»Rt or 1*(2)~t. 
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Continuing in the same way, it can be shown /*(i)';2t for i=3, 4, ... , 

N. This completes the proof of the lemma for the new problem, but 

by Lemma 5.3 the same will be true for the original problem. 

By this part of the lemma, we can now assume that in the case of 

a profitable system, H passes through origin and 

C((.ll) ::;; c((.lz) ::;; ••• ::;; C((.lLL. 
(.ll (.lZ (.lL 

(b) This case is intuitively clear since all rates faster than (.lie are 

more expensive and their use will increase the rate of the number 

of customers served. 

The proof closely follows the method to prove part (a). First we 

consider a new problem with the cost of rates faster than (.lie reduced 

to c· (.lj, and show for this problem that the optimal policy does not 

use rates (.li, (.ll>(.l/C, and then by Lemma 5.3 complete the proof. 

Details are omitted here. 

By this part of the lemma, we can now assume that in the case 

of a nonprofitable system 

C((.ll) >~((.lz) > ... > C((.lL~~ 
(.ll - (.lz - - (.lL 

Theorem 3: 

Let III <(.lz<··· <(.lL be L service rates such that Rz<R3<··· <RL, 

where R/s are as defined in (5.5), and c::;;A (profitable system). 

Then f*(i) is a nondecreasing function of i, i.e., 

/* (1)::;;/* (2)::;;· .. ::;;/* (N) 

which is a switchover policy. 

Proof: 

We show that if /*(i)=t then f*(j)';2t for all j>i. We consider 
two cases: 

Case 1: 

If f* (l)=t then by the same method in the proof of Lemma 5.5, 

f*(i)~t for all i>l. 
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Case 2: 

Now let i be the smallest state such that f* (i» f* (1), N'?i> 1. 

Assume that f*(i)=k and f*(i-1)=t where t<k. For state i-I and 
i we have 

But 

then 

or 

R t = c(Pt)-C(Pt-l) A<h(i-1)-h(i-2) 
Pt- pt-l 

< C(pt+l)-C(pt) A-R 
_ - 41 

P41-Pt 

Rk C(pk)-C(pk-l) A<h(i)-h(i-1) 
Pk-P"-1 

< C(pk+l)-C(p,,) A R 
= "+1 - Pk+l-Pk 

{
g=C(Pt)-PtA+A [h(i)-h (i-I)] -Pt [h(i-1)-hCi-2)] 

g=c(pk)-pkA+A[h(H1)-h(i)] -p,,[h(i)-h(i-1)]. 

{ 
g>c(pt)- ptA +ARk- PtRk 

g<C(Pk)-pkA+A [hCi+1)-h(i)] -pkRk 

(4.12) c(p,,)- pkA +A [h (i+ l)-h (i)] - pkRk>C(Pt)- ptA +ARk- PtRk 

A [h (i+ l)-h (i)] > -c(pkHc(ptH pkA - ptA +ARk 

+CPk- pt)Rk . 

But 
(pk- pt) R k- [C(pk)-C(pt)] +(pk- pt)A 

=(pk-pt) f C(pk)-C(pk-l) C(pk)-C(pt) } '?O 
l Pk- Plc--l Pk- pt 

the last inequality holds by Lemmas 5.1 and 5.5. Then, 

hCi+1)-h(i»Rk 

oOr 
f*(i+1)'?k. 
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Continuing in the same manner, we can show f*(j)~k for j=i+l, 

i+2, ... , N, which completes the proof of Theorem 3. 

Theorem 4: 

Let P.l<P.2<···<P.L be L service rates such that R 2<R3<···<RL 

and c> A (nonprofitable system), then f* (i) is nonincreasing function 

{)f i, i.e., 

f* (l)~f* (2)~··· ~f* (N). 

{)r the optimal policy is reverse switchover. 

Proof: 
It will be shown that if f*(i)=t, then f*(j):::;,t for all j>i. Details 

are omitted here since method of proof is closely related to the proof 

{)f Theorem 3. 
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